When your vegetation management programs start with Banvel products.

- Banvel herbicide products give you control for the broadest spectrum of broadleaf weeds, vines and brush (including many hard-to-control species) at a cost-effective price.
- You get control that kills target plants completely—foliage, stems and roots—with environmentally sound chemistry.
- You preserve native grasses.
- Banvel herbicide products also tank mix readily with most other herbicides.
- You can choose from five effective Banvel herbicide formulations that offer flexible application.

Talk to your Velsicol representative. Find out how to build better right-of-way vegetation management on a cornerstone of Banvel herbicide products.
and Will Puffer of Hoechst Fiber (maker of Warren's fabric) put their heads together for Jackson's October 19 and 20 dates at Cleveland Stadium.

With an NFL Browns game just days away, Frey and Puffer came up with a nonwoven geotextile cover made of polyester. Frey applied pregerminated perennial ryegrass seed to the playing surface prior to laying germinated perennial ryegrass seed with a nonwoven geotextile cover.

"There are significant opportunities in the Green Industry for properly designed fabrics that meet particular needs." — Puffer

Runyon is going a different direction with the geotextile covers he uses.

Runyon is using DuPont’s spunbonded polyester Reemay in hopes of getting a jump on spring in the seeding of the two grass practice fields at the Indianapolis Colts’ new 30-acre training facility just outside Indianapolis. Because of construction delays Runyon wasn’t able to seed the fields until December 5.

He is hoping that Reemay helps retain moisture and warms his 50/50 mix of Kentucky bluegrass/ryegrass enough to give him a month headstart in preparing his fields for the Colts. He chose the DuPont material because it was translucent. “It’s definitely going to let the sunlight in and I’m hoping for that good green color,” he says.

While several of the products are translucent and allow light to penetrate to the turf, several are not. Duon by Phillips 66 is a dark gray and its promoters believe it may promote protection and early green up by raising the soil temperature somewhat.

Research needed

Initial research in the use of covers for germinating grass seed has been spotty and inconclusive. Clemson horticulture professor Landon Miller had little success with growing grass both over and under continuous filament spunbnded polyester covers during 1984 and he’s repeating his research on five different varieties of grass with broken filament spunbnded material this year.

A test by Don Marshall using Reemay at Anaheim Stadium in Southern California to lengthen the growing season of Bermudagrass into December had to be cut short because of torrential rains and the return of the NFL Rams to Anaheim for a playoff game. Or as Marshall notes, “basically, the test amounts to no test.”

But, designers and manufacturers of the new generation of turf covers remain optimistic about the potential uses of their products. The challenge seems to be matching the correct product with the specific use.

"There are significant opportunities in the Green Industry for properly designed fabrics that meet particular needs," Hoescht Fiber’s Puffer says. “The challenge then clearly rests with the industry to meet the needs and produce those products. They must meet the challenges of the application rather than making one product for all applications.”

It takes uncovered greens three weeks to catch up to covered ones in the spring.

135,000 square feet of the light-colored, needle-punched material which is now being marketed by Warren Turf under the name TerraCover.

Although conditions were ripe for another turfgrass disaster (“we had five inches of rain before and during the concert,” Frey recalls), the grass was basically undamaged after four days under the cover. Surprisingly, new grass had germinated, some of it growing to a 1/2 inch.

“There was darkening of some of the leaf but the crown of the grass plants were undamaged,” Puffer says. “Of course we were very happy with the project. We came up with something that is durable, breathable, and survived the rigors of the concert. Furthermore, the cost of the fabric delivered is less than the cost of plywood.”

The same cushioned fabric that Frey used was shipped to the Orange Bowl in Miami and to Phoenix for later Jackson stops, again with heartening results. Those successes have led Frey, and others, to experiment with TerraCover in the players’ area along the sidelines and under television camera tracks.

Faster greenup

Using geotextile covers (the word geotextile includes just about any product that covers the ground) to protect grass is no secret to golf course superintendents. In the far north where cold, dry winds rake exposed greens some superintendents have been using covers for several years to reduce dessication and winter kill. Several, however, are testing the effectiveness of the various new products to determine if they can be used for a faster spring greenup of healthy turf and, hopefully, a longer season.

Doug Mahal at Interlochen near Minneapolis has been covering the greens on his course with excelsior mats by American Excelsior since 1977, but this season he’s putting down TerraShield by Warren Turf and Reemay also. Jerry Nelson at the Somerset Country Club near St. Paul has been testing eight different covers on 8-by-12-foot plots, while Mark Smith at the Minneapolis Golf Club covered a third of his greens with Reemay last winter and will be doing some work with TerraShield also this winter.

The covered turf “comes out looking a lot better in the spring, but after three weeks the uncovered turf has generally caught up to it,” says Smith. Others report similar experiences with covers. Nelson reports greener turf under all his test plots. “It’s all in varying degrees,” he says.

Since heavy snow blanketed much of the north last winter many of these same superintendents are anxious to determine how their blanketed turf responds to icy conditions.

Several precautions are necessary prior to laying and anchoring covers over greens, however, the superintendents say. First, the greens should be well drained and, equally important, fungicides should be applied to reduce disease pressure. Timing of the cover’s installation and removal is also important. Grass should be dormant when they are applied, superintendents say, and covers should not be left on after regeneration has begun in the spring. Too much growth is undesirable.

Getting turf blankets to stay put can be a problem also. Central Indiana landscaper Larry Runyon wanted to make sure his covers didn’t blow away. In addition to the U-shaped fasteners which came with the fabric, he anchored and criss-crossed 18-gauge wire every 10 feet over the covers of two football fields he seeded this winter.

Research needed

Initial research in the use of covers for germinating grass seed has been spotty and inconclusive. Clemson horticulture professor Landon Miller had little success with growing grass both over and under continuous filament spunbonded polyester covers during 1984 and he’s repeating his research on five different varieties of grass with broken filament spunbonded material this year.

A test by Don Marshall using Reemay at Anaheim Stadium in Southern California to lengthen the growing season of Bermudagrass into December had to be cut short because of torrential rains and the return of the NFL Rams to Anaheim for a playoff game. Or as Marshall notes, "basically, the test amounts to no test."

But, designers and manufacturers of the new generation of turf covers remain optimistic about the potential uses of their products. The challenge seems to be matching the correct product with the specific use.

"There are significant opportunities in the Green Industry for properly designed fabrics that meet particular needs," Hoescht Fiber's Puffer says. "The challenge then clearly rests with the industry to meet the needs and produce those products. They must meet the challenges of the application rather than making one product for all applications."
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New.

One product stops crabgrass, goosegrass, spurge, and 10 other tough problems.

Before they come up.

Finally! Dependable pre-emergence control of the toughest weedgrasses and broadleaf weeds you face.

At less than $65 an acre, Scotts' exclusive pendimethalin formula* is economical, safe, and as effective as any treatment you can buy.

It's one of the new problem-solvers from Scotts Research. Call your Tech Rep for more information today. Or call Scotts direct at 800-543-0006.

*Also available in a special concentration for Southern turf.
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Timely response can save native pines

If native pines around your home or development are dying, the problem may be traced to either pine decline, insect attacks, or disease, according to Wayne P. Blythe, Vero Beach, FL, director of Native Resources, the environmental division of Vista Properties. He directs his advice to others, like himself, who are responsible for preserving the beauty of pines, particularly in the Southeast.

Pine decline, characterized by the gradual yellowing and dying of pines, can be caused by over irrigation, or by irrigation from wells with a high calcium concentration which raises the soil pH. Irrigation from storm water retention ponds in high fertilization areas such as golf courses also contributes.

Sometimes only simple precautions are needed to remedy the problem, Blythe notes, like reducing irrigation near pines by redirecting sprinkler heads, or using only ammonium sulfate or other acid-forming fertilizers to prevent a rise in soil pH.

To achieve a quick green color as a temporary solution, Blythe recommends four lbs. of flowers of sulfur per 100 sq. ft., 10 lbs. aluminum sulfate per 100 sq. ft., or one lb. iron chelate per tree.

Insect attacks—either trunk or crown infestations—can create big problems and call for immediate action, Blythe says.

Engraver Beetles (lps gradicolis, lps calligraphus) and Black Turpentine beetles attack pine trunks, and are found throughout Southeastern forests. Usually the first indication of attack are small masses of pitch (called pitch tubes) and boring dust on or around the trunk of the tree, followed by browning of the needles. Another form of bark beetle attacks the branch area of the tree. Pitch tubes of these beetles are often small, and experienced spotters or binoculars are usually necessary to detect them. If the tree is healthy, attacks by bark beetles may not be successful.

Beetles are attracted to pines which have either been cut or placed under stress. This stress can be natural such as a flood or drought, or man-made, equipment wounds, excess irrigation, or pH change.

Blythe recommends the following steps to control insects:

1. Leave the native understory plants undisturbed near the pines.
2. Downed pines should be cut up and removed immediately.
3. Pines injured during clearing operations should be sprayed with appropriate insecticide.
4. Severly infected trees should be removed immediately.
5. Trees cut up for firewood should be stacked away from living pines. Spray the firewood with insecticide.

In spraying, Blythe recommends 0.5 percent Lindane or 1.0 percent chlorpyrifos (Dursban 4E), with Lindane getting the nod for preventative treatment, chlorpyrifos for post infection treatment.

Disease problems are often harder to detect than insect pests, but in the Southeast be on the lookout for pitch canker and needle cast.

Canker, caused when spores of the fungus enter the tree through a wound, is the more serious. Symptoms include branch and terminal flagging and the flow of pitch from the infected area. Blythe feels pruning infected branches well below the infected area is the best response. In severe cases the tree should be removed.

The unseasonal shedding of needles or shedding in an excessive amount could signal the presence of needle cast. A magnifying glass or hand lens often reveals small black elliptical fruiting bodies of the fungi on the fallen needles. No control measures are recommended since this problem rarely kills a tree, Blythe notes, and infections usually occur long before symptoms are evident and then it's useless to apply fungicides.

Blythe says pines should be examined at regular intervals for timely pruning and removal of unhealthy specimens. This reduces the need for removal of trees and maintains the aesthetic quality of the environment around you.
The Melroe Company insists on maintaining the highest standards of quality in design and manufacturing in their versatile Bobcat loader line. Like groundskeepers and landscapers, we demand high quality materials and workmanship, and that goes into every machine we build. Even with those stringent requirements, we supply you with a top quality loader at a competitive price.

That quality is reflected in ever-increasing demands for Bobcat loaders and attachments by groundskeepers and landscapers in every segment of the landscape and grounds maintenance industry. Bobcat durability, ease of operation and maintenance, comfort and safety, parts and service reliability, and a strong dealer support network, give you job performance that can't be equaled by any other loader.

The Melroe Company's dedication to building quality machines is your assurance of value and performance. Landscapers and groundskeepers have learned to rely on Bobcat quality to help build their own business on that same reputation.

Quality work - we're in it together!
Tender loving care

Problem: As part of recent street improvement projects, large trees (maple and locust) have been planted in a four foot by four foot sidewalk opening. Will these trees ever mature to their natural dimensions: will they be suppressed; will they die in the future? (Ohio)

Solution: It would be difficult to expect the plants to grow and mature to natural dimensions as they would in their natural environment (niche) because of the new and restricted four foot by four foot root area in the sidewalk.

The root system and the shoot system of plants are in equilibrium. Restricting root growth will proportionately restrict shoot growth. Studies have shown that it may take two to five years for most plants to establish after transplanting. During their recovery period they are very sensitive to environmental stresses which can then predispose the plants to insects and/or diseases.

Under these conditions, plants will be suppressed; however, to what extent depends upon the proper care given to the plants during and after planting. Some of the factors which affects plant health are soil, organic matter, soil acidity, aeration, water-holding capacity, drainage, and proper watering and fertilizing practices. Observation pipes installed in the ground within the dripline should help you monitor the drainage condition.

With proper cultural practices and other plant health management approaches, the plants should have a better survival potential, so consider giving all tender loving care to help improve the vitality of your plants.

Inorganics and microorganisms

Problem: Does inorganic fertilizer kill or tend to destroy microorganism activity in the soil? Is organic fertilizer better for the long term life of soil? (Wisc.)

Solution: Application at the recommended rate of either inorganic or organic fertilizer to soil should not have any direct effect on microorganisms.

However, if over applied, fertilizer may affect the soil pH or release excessive salts which may injure the root system of plants. This may then affect the plant, soil, and microbial ecology. Natural organics such as sewage sludge or milorganite application may temporarily improve soil structure which, in turn, can be favorable for microbial activity.

Wood mulch still best

Problem: Will the replacement of bark mulch with 1 3/4 inch stone in shrub beds cause any long-term problems with shrub growth and development? Plantings are made up of mostly pines, yews, junipers, azaleas and rhododendrons. (Maine)

Solution: A review of information relevant to your question indicates that there isn't a simple "yes" or "no" answer. I've seen stones, pebbles, gravel and other inorganic materials used as mulch, but I'm more familiar with the organic mulches, ie. wood and bark chips.

My observations are that when rock mulch is used there usually is a sheet of plastic film beneath it. The plastic, usually black in color, is for weed control and it may cause problems for woody plants. I often find poor aeration and too little or too much moisture in the underlying soil.

Poorly aerated, wet soil plus the root and collar rot organisms commonly found under such conditions can cause root loss, reduced growth, and/or death of the entire plant.

When the rock mulch has been in place for several years it is, in my opinion, not very attractive because weeds and other things grow in or on the litter that accumulates among the stones.

With most organic mulches such debris simply blends in. The appearance of bark-mulched beds can be easily improved by a top dressing of fresh material.

Renovation of rock-mulched beds means removing the existing layer of rocks, putting down new plastic and spreading around new or clean stones. Where black plastic isn't used weeds are a problem. Herbicides often become the only means by which beds are kept free of these unwanted plants. Repeated contact with herbicides through drift and/or root uptake can injure or kill the desirable plants.

Balakrishna Rao is Director of Lawn Care Technical Resources for Davey Tree Expert Co., Kent, OH.

Questions should be mailed to Problem Solver, Weeds Trees & Turf, 7500 Old Oak Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio 44130. Please allow 2-3 months for an answer to appear in the magazine.
WHEN LAWN CARE IS YOUR BUSINESS, DEPEND ON THE BEST IN THE BUSINESS.

Tough, durable, and reliable, the best in the business. That's SNAPPER's heavy duty lawn and garden equipment for you. More than a quarter of a century of innovative American craftsmanship goes into every machine we build. So you know you can depend on them year in and year out to make you look good on each and every job. That's why over the years SNAPPER's reputation for excellence has continued to grow and gain the respect of more and more professionals in the lawn care business. They know SNAPPER's versatility and durability has withstood the test of time. They know SNAPPER's built tough to work long and hard. So if lawn care is your business, why not go with the best in the business. SNAPPER's commercial lawn and garden equipment. Write SNAPPER Power Equipment, McDonough, GA 30253, Dept. WT 853 for further information.

It's a snap with SNAPPER

EXTRA TOUGH WALK
- Push or self-propelled
- 4 HP Extra Tough 4 Cy engine
- Ball bearing steel wheels
- 2½ bu. grass catcher
- 21 Hi-Vacuum steel deck

COMMERCIAL WALK
- Push or self-propelled
- 5 HP 4 Cy. I/C engine
- Ball bearing steel wheels
- 3½ bu. grass catcher
- 21 Hi-Vacuum steel deck

EXTRA TOUGH RIDERS
- 41 & 90° side discharge
- 33 & 28 Hi-Vac' deck
- 11 HP I/C engine
- Long life transmission
- On-the-go shifting

LAWN TRACTOR
- 11 HP engine or 16 HP twin Cy engine
- 33' Hi-Vac. 41' and 48' discharge optional rotary mowers
- Dual Range transmission 12 forward speeds, 2 rev.

SNAPPER POWER EQUIPMENT
McDonough, Georgia 30253

Circle No. 176 on Reader Inquiry Card
Monsanto’s Rodeo for aquatic weeds
Monsanto has introduced Rodeo, a broad spectrum aquatic herbicide for the control of emerged grasses, broadleaf weeds and brush growing in and around aquatic sites.
Rodeo offers effective control of more than 90 kinds of emerged grasses, brush and broadleaf weeds, no residual soil activity, no leaching into nontarget areas and is non-volatile.
It is practically nontoxic to mammals, birds and fish and is biodegradable into natural products. It does not bioaccumulate in the food chain. It is essentially odorless and is completely miscible and mixes readily with water.
Rodeo has herbicidal activity on many annual and perennial grasses, broadleaf weeds, sedges, rushes and woody plants. Rodeo can be used to effectively manage both emerged and floating plants as well as ditchbank or shoreline aquatic weeds. Rodeo is not effective on plants which are either completely submerged or have most of their foliage under water. Application rates vary, depending on the weed species and its stage of development. The stage of maturity of the weed species to be treated is a primary consideration for obtaining best results.

Seaman-Maxon offers pond lining machine
The Seaman-Maxon Company offers its soil stabilization machine to create hydrogeological barriers for pond liners. The machine mixes and stabilizes the pond bottom, usually using soil cement, and readies the material for compaction.
Where a rubber liner is needed, the soil stabilizer will reduce puncture points via its thorough mixing action up to 12 feet deep and seven feet wide per pass.

Snowco Utility Trailers...now even more versatile!
Ideal for hauling grounds maintenance equipment, ditchers and other bulky, hard-to-handle items, the proven Snowco line includes eight flatbed trailers with loading ramps or tilt decks, plus a box bed trailer with tailgate.
The design of the popular ramp loading trailers—with perforated steel decks—has been improved for increased versatility. Three models are offered with capacities of 1,150 to 4,200 pounds.
Five tilt trailers with perforated steel decks are offered with capacities of 1,000 to 3,500 pounds.
The steel box bed trailer—capacity 1,200 pounds, is available with an optional canvas or fiberglass cover.

Please send Utility Trailer information.
Name ____________________________
Organization ____________________________
Address ____________________________
Phone ____________________________
City ____________________ State _______ Zip _______
NEW IMIDAN® 1E REALLY KNOCKS 'EM OUT OF THEIR TREES.

With its new, easy-to-use liquid formulation, Imidan® 1E means big problems for your biggest pests in trees, shrubs and evergreens.

Imidan 1E is quickly becoming the spray to use when you spot infestations of gypsy moth, tent caterpillar, Japanese Beetle, inchworm, mealybug, or dozens of more dangerous and hungry tree pests. Imidan 1E offers quick knock-down and good residual, cleaning trees of problems. But at the same time, Imidan is easier on beneficial insects than most other leading insecticides.

In fact, biodegradable Imidan is the perfect complement to the Integrated Pest Management (IPM) program. You keep beneficials working with you instead of having to fight on alone.

So see your distributor about new Imidan 1E or Imidan 50WP. Stauffer Chemical Company, Specialty Products, ACD, Westport, Connecticut 06881. Always follow label directions carefully.

IMIDAN® INSECTICIDE
TOUGH ON PESTS, EASY ON BENEFICIALS.

Circle No. 192 on Reader Inquiry Card
Vermeer shows new TS-32S Tree Spade

Vermeer’s new TS-32S Tree Spade is an economical unit designed to handle large volumes of shrubs and small trees (3 inch in trunk diameter) and should be ideal for nurseries, tree farms, and various landscape operations. Tree ball capacity is 32 inches in diameter, 30 inches deep, and roughly 500 lbs. (depending on moisture content).

The 1,800 lb. unit features three heavy-duty steel spades driven by hydraulic motors through a chain reduction drive assembly. Hydraulic gate open, close, and lock is also standard. The TS-32S adapts to both loader and 3-point hitch equipped tractor.

3 or 4 wheels available on Cushman model

The 1985 Cushman Front Line Mower with 17-hp diesel engine can be ordered with either 3-wheels or 4-wheels. The 4-wheel Front Line is available as a factory-installed modification with extra wide 4 ply 23-8.50 X 12 tires on the front and 16-6.50 X 8 rear tires.

OTTERBINE
DAY OR NIGHT...SUMMER OR WINTER

OTTERBINE® Aerators can help you keep unsightly algal growth and objectional odors under control naturally. The fact that OTTERBINES also create beauty—is just one of the many benefits of using our Spray Sculpture™ Floating Fountains.

WE CREATE BEAUTY WHILE SOLVING PROBLEMS

BAREBO, INC. P.O. BOX 217 • EMMAUS, PA 18049
(215) 965-6018 USA
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